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Agenda Item 1: Welcome and introductions - Candice Trickey
The IESO welcomed stakeholders to the meeting, provided an outline of the day’s agenda as well as
an overview of the issue to be addressed through this stakeholder engagement.

Agenda Item 2: Engagement plan overview and approach - Dale Fitzgerald
The IESO provided a brief description of the plan for this stakeholder engagement, including the
intention to reach a decision by June 2020.
The IESO acknowledged stakeholder feedback that had been submitted in response to the release, in
August, of the draft engagement plan. The IESO also explained that in response to a stakeholder
inquiry, submissions of information and analyses will be accepted from stakeholders and the IESO
will consider whether to include them in the research to be carried out for this engagement.
•

Discussion of the issue - Beverly Nollert

The IESO presented an overview of the energy payment issue as well as a proposed problem
statement for stakeholder feedback. The problem statement is the main question that needs to be
answered by the IESO at the end of the engagement.

Issues and questions raised by stakeholders included a request for more clarity on the objectives of
the proposed study, whether the proposed research is going to re-examine all the issues that have
been thoroughly debated in the US and whether “energy payments” and “utilization payments” are
one and the same. There was also a comment that the scope of work appears to be broadening to a
point where the risk of delays is heightened.
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The IESO clarified that the objective of the work is to determine whether demand response resources
should receive energy payments for in-market activations; the answer to which will depend on
whether there is an overall net-benefit to consumers over the long-term, as identified through the
research and analysis.
The IESO also explained that it’s consultants had expressed confidence in their ability to complete a
fairly broad scope of work within the stipulated timeline, it is open to working with stakeholders to
prioritize and further refine aspects of the proposed scope of work.
Regarding “energy payments” and “utilization payments”, the IESO explained that utilization
payments are sometimes associated with administrative payments that are not linked to market
prices of electricity when activation occurs, whereas “energy payments” typically refer to payments
that are linked to the market price of electricity when activation occurs.

Agenda Item 3: Draft research and analysis scope to be undertaken to inform
the IESO’s decision on the issue - Beverly Nollert
The IESO proposed a draft decision framework for stakeholder comment which includes the proposed
criteria that the IESO will use in determining the answer to the problem statement as well as
research and analysis to which the criteria will be applied. The IESO noted that the research and
analysis will be supported by the Brattle Group and reviewed the proposed scope for stakeholder
feedback. The IESO also noted that scope of the research and analysis will be considered in the
context of the current market design as well as the expected future, post-Market Renewal Program
(MRP), market design.

Issues and questions raised by stakeholders included requests for clarification on what the IESO
means by “long-term” in the context of net-benefits, whether “net-benefit” in the proposed decision
framework is the same as in the Net Benefits Test from FERC Order No. 745 as well as whether some
of the arguments for and against energy payments that were examined in the Navigant paper (such
as harm to other suppliers or the economy) have been scoped out of the proposed research by
criteria focused on benefit to consumers. A stakeholder also proposed an additional criterion for the
decision framework that will focus on fair and equal treatment to supply and demand side resources.
In relation to the use of “long-term”, the IESO explained that no specific duration has been
determined but the intention is to indicate an emphasis on the lasting implications to consumers.
The IESO clarified that net-benefit referred to in the proposed decision framework is not the same as
in the FERC order and its assessment will likely be broader than FERC’s Net Benefit Test. The IESO
also explained that the proposed criteria are not intended to scope out any of the discussions from
the Navigant paper and that the research findings will inform the relative importance of different
factors in determining whether there is a net-benefit, to consumers.
The IESO welcomed the suggested addition to the criteria and added that it will be considered along
with other stakeholder feedback.
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Agenda Item 4: Break-out discussion on draft research and analysis scope Beverly Nollert
The meeting included an opportunity for stakeholders to break out into three small groups and
discuss the following focal question:
•

What are the potential pros and cons of providing DR resources with energy payments for inmarket activations?

•

Stakeholders recorded key discussion points on flip charts and reported them back to other
meeting participants in plenary form. A summary of these break-out discussions has been posted
to the Energy Payments for Economic Activation of DR stakeholder engagement webpage.

Agenda Item 5: Summary of discussion and adjourn - Candice Trickey
The IESO thanked stakeholders for their contributions to the day’s conversation and once again
invited them to submit written feedback on all aspects of the stakeholder engagement.
The meeting adjourned at 4 p.m.
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